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Ampacity Management of Cables
Overview
Aging infrastructure in electric transmission systems forces utilities to put closer look at the asset utilization.
Electric power cables have been sized very conservatively in the past. This presentation will review the most
important issues in cable ampacity calculations. It will analyze how cable construction and location influences
the amount of current the circuit can carry. It will also address some new trends in cable rating calculations
including examples of the real time rating systems.

Presentation Outline:
Background on Cable Ampacity
Calculations




What are ampacity calculations
Why are they needed
Some history

Important Aspects of the rating
calculations





Influence of cable construction on its rating
The effect of cable external environment
The effect of other heat sources
Rating calculations for grouped cables laid
underground or in air

Available Tools for Cable Rating
Calculations




Analytical methods
Numerical methods
Hybrid methods

Demonstration of Modern Computer
Programs for Cable Rating Calculations



A commercial computer program based on
international standards
Finite element program for complex cable
arrangements

Rating of Cables in Unfavorable Thermal
Environments and Cables in Deep Tunnels




Cables crossing other cables and heat sources
Cables crossing short unfavorable regions
Cables in deep tunnels

Real time Ratings




The principles of real time rating calculations
Input data requirements
Verification of the results

Who Should Attend?
This course is designed for:

Engineers and technicians designing and
operating transmission systems

Power cable engineers and technologists.

Key Benefits:
Gain an understanding of:

Basics of ampacity calculations


Computer programs and expert tools



Emerging issues in ampacity calculations

Energy Loss Management in Electric
Utility Distribution Systems
Energy Loss within Distribution Networks is a critical issue that can result in increased costs to
clients and is a major concern of regulatory bodies such as the Ontario Energy Board. Utility
engineers need to understand the course of the losses, the methods for estimating the losses, and
how to reduce the losses in a cost-effective manner. This presentation will review the knowledge and
calculation methods for estimating losses, and discuss techniques to reduce potential loss.

Presentation Outline:
Sources of Load Losses





Types
Equipment
Parameters
Typical values

Sources of No Load Losses





Types
Equipment
Parameters
Typical values

Estimation Techniques





Energy In — Energy Out
Engineering Estimates
Sample Results
Accuracy of Estimates

Loss Allocation Issues




Traditional Method
Proposed Methods
Issues of Fairness

Loss Reduction Techniques











Circuit Balance
Phase Balance
Capacitor Banks
Conductor Change
1-Phase to 3-Phase Conversion
Increasing Voltage
Loading of transformers
Shorter Circuits
Flatten Load Profile
Distributed Generation

Cost Effectiveness of Loss Reduction



Cost of energy and power
Financial Comparisons

Who Should Attend?
The audience for this presentation includes:


Utility Engineers




Reg ulato rs
Consultants



Large commercial, and manufacturing electricity
users

IDEAS IN IMPORATNCE RANKING OF
TRANSMISSION FACILITIES
Overview
Transmission lines and power transformers at transmission substations represent a major portion of the bulk
transmission systems and these assets must perform well in order to achieve a high level of system
reliability. Such high performance can be achieved if there are no budget restrictions. In many cases,
budget constraints have been imposed, and the owner of the system has to set priorities with regard to the
work that needs to be done on these transmission components. Depending on the network configuration
and how loads and generators are connected to the network, the consequences of transmission component
outages could be more or less significant. The intent of this presentation is to review the methodology to
rank critical facilities in a transmission network. Several approaches to solving this problem will be
discussed. A distinction is made between ranking transmission network components and ranking
substations.

Presentation Outline:
Facilities Ranking Concepts



Why to rank facilities
Parameters that might affect ranking
o Network structure
o Loading of components
o Importance to the system

Ranking of transmission lines





Load flow as a starting point
Ranking of contingencies – New performance
index
Graph theory approach
Subjective importance factors
a. Transmission Grid Parameters
- Supports major generation
- Major transmission right-of-way
- Large step-down transformers
- Major intertie
- Regional source lines
- River crossing
- Cost of maintenance or difficult to
repair
- Intermediate load service
- Etc.
b.
Parameters
- Public health and safety
- National security
- Regional economy
- Location with respect to population
centers, transportation corridors, and
other lifelines
- etc.

Ranking of substations






Station Reliability, which considers
all forced automatic and manual
outages at a substation in a given
time period;
Station Security, which examines
the overlapping outages caused
by faults on substation
components; and,
Station Safety, which takes into
account hazardous events and the
number of alarms at each
substation in a specified time
period.

Substation component
importance


Ranking substation components
based on their contribution to the
system failure probability

Who Should Attend?
This presentation is designed for:

Power System Planners

Power System Operators

Regulators

